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Des tâches d’analyse et 
d’exploration de collections
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Traitement des données textuelles 
et analyse lexicométrique (statistique lexicale)

Mots fréquents, co-occurrences, mesures d’association…

Z_score for each term ti in a class Cj (tij) by cal-
culating its term relative frequency tfrij in a par-
ticular class Cj, as well as the mean (meani) 
which is the term probability over the whole cor-
pus multiplied by nj the number of terms in the 
class Cj, and standard deviation (sdi) of term ti 
according to the underlying corpus (see Eq. 
(1,2)).  
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 The term which has salient frequency in a class 
in compassion to others will have a salient 
Z_score. Z_score was exploited for SA by 
(Zubaryeva and Savoy  2010) , they choose a 
threshold (>2) for selecting the number of terms 
having Z_score more than the threshold, then 
they used a logistic regression for combining 
these scores. We use Z_scores as added features 
for classification because the tweet is too short, 
therefore many tweets does not have any words 
with salient Z_score. The three following figures 
1,2,3 show the distribution of Z_score over each 
class, we remark that the majority of terms has 
Z_score between -1.5 and 2.5 in each class and 
the rest are either vey frequent (>2.5) or very rare 
(<-1.5). It should indicate that negative value 
means that the term is not frequent in this class in 
comparison with its frequencies in other classes. 
Table1 demonstrates the first ten terms having 
the highest Z_scores in each class. We have test-
ed to use different values for the threshold, the 
best results was obtained when the threshold is 3. 
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Love 
Good 
Happy 
Great 
Excite 
Best 
Thank 
Hope 
Cant 
Wait 

14.31 
14.01 
12.30 
11.10 
10.35 
9.24 
9.21 
8.24 
8.10 
8.05 

Not 
Fuck 
Don’t 
Shit 
Bad 
Hate 
Sad 
Sorry 
Cancel 
stupid 

13.99 
12.97 
10.97 
8.99 
8.40 
8.29 
8.28 
8.11 
7.53 
6.83 

Httpbit 
Httpfb 
Httpbnd 
Intern 
Nov 
Httpdlvr 
Open 
Live 
Cloud 
begin 

6.44 
4.56 
3.78 
3.58 
3.45 
3.40 
3.30 
3.28 
3.28 
3.17 

Table1. The first ten terms having the highest Z_score in 
each class 

 
-  Sentiment Lexicon Features (POL) 
We used two sentiment lexicons, MPQA Subjec-
tivity Lexicon(Wilson, Wiebe et al. 2005) and 

Bing Liu's Opinion Lexicon which is created by 
(Hu and Liu 2004) and augmented in many latter 
works. We extract the number of positive, nega-
tive and neutral words in tweets according to the-
se lexicons. Bing Liu's lexicon only contains 
negative and positive annotation but Subjectivity 
contains negative, positive and neutral. 

 
- Part Of Speech (POS) 
We annotate each word in the tweet by its POS 
tag, and then we compute the number of adjec-
tives, verbs, nouns, adverbs and connectors in 
each tweet. 

4 Evaluation 

4.1 Data collection 
  We used the data set provided in SemEval 2013 
and 2014 for subtask B of sentiment analysis in 
Twitter(Rosenthal, Ritter et al. 2014) (Wilson, 
Kozareva et al. 2013). The participants were 
provided with training tweets annotated as posi-
tive, negative or neutral. We downloaded these 
tweets using a given script. Among 9646 tweets, 
we could only download 8498 of them because 
of protected profiles and deleted tweets. Then, 
we used the development set containing 1654 
tweets for evaluating our methods. We combined 
the development set with training set and built a 
new model which predicted the labels of the test 
set 2013 and 2014.  

 
4.2 Experiments 

 
Official Results 
   The results of our system submitted for 
SemEval evaluation gave 46.38%, 52.02% for 
test set 2013 and 2014 respectively. It should 
mention that these results are not correct because 
of a software bug discovered after the submis-
sion deadline, therefore the correct results is 
demonstrated as non-official results. In fact the 
previous results are the output of our classifier 
which is trained by all the features in section 3, 
but because of index shifting error the test set 
was represented by all the features except the 
terms. 

 
Non-official Results 
  We have done various experiments using the 
features presented in Section 3 with Multinomial 
Naïve-Bayes model. We firstly constructed fea-
ture vector of tweet terms which gave 49%, 46% 
for test set 2013, 2014 respectively. Then, we 
augmented this original vector by the Z_score 
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https://spacy.io/

https://www.nltk.org/

https://github.com/pbellot/ANF-TDM
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IRaMuTeQ (Interface de R pour les Analyses 
Multidimensionnelles de Textes et de Questionnaires)

Exemple :

http://www.iramuteq.org/

Fabien Emprin, « Les 
apports d’une analyse 
statistique des données 
textuelles pour les 
recherches en didactique : 
l’exemple de la méthode 
Reinert », Annales de 
Didactique et de Sciences 
Cognitives, 23 | 2018, 
179-200.

URL : http://journals.openedition.org/adsc/458 
DOI : https://doi.org/10.4000/adsc.458
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Apprentissage de représentations puis 
partitionnement par similarité

Word2Vec
Doc2Vec

kMeans 
et ACP

SOM
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Exemple d’analyse de thèmes et de 
partitionnement d’une collection

16 Chapter 3. Background

This is because they are capable of automatically learning and extracting meaningful
features directly from raw text data.

Another advantage of deep learning approaches is that they have the ability to au-
tomatically detect the number of topics within a given corpus, which often is difficult to
know a priori. This is achieved through techniques such as variational inference or la-
tent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), where the model learns to assign probabilities to different
topics for each document. By iteratively optimizing these probabilities, the model can
discover the optimal number of topics that best represent the content of the corpus.

3.3.2.3 BERTopic

BERTopic is a neural topic modelling tool that leverages transformers and a class-based
TF-IDF to create dense clusters allowing for easily interpretable topics whilst keeping
important words in the topic descriptions [19]. BERTopic follows a default workflow,
which is illustrated in Figure 3.5, that involves executing sentence transformers, UMAP,
HDBScan, and c-TF-IDF in a sequential manner.

Figure 3.5: BERTopic steps [19]

BERTopic algorithm has five independent steps:

1. Embed Documents: BERTopic uses pre-trained language models to embed doc-
uments into dense vector representations that can be compared semantically. This
step is performed using the Sentence-BERT (SBERT) framework, which is known
for achieving state-of-the-art performance on various sentence embedding tasks.

2. Dimensionality Reduction: Before clustering the embeddings, the dimensional-
ity of the resulting embeddings is reduced to optimize the clustering process. This
is done using a technique called UMAP (Uniform Manifold Approximation & Pro-
jection), which is a non-linear dimensionality reduction algorithm that preserves the
global structure of the data.

18 Chapter 3. Background

2. Dimensionality Reduction: Similarly to BERTopic, UMAP is used to reduce the
dimensionality of the resulting embeddings to optimize the clustering process.

3. Cluster Documents: As in BERTopic, to identify dense regions of similar docu-
ments, the density-based clustering method called HDBScan is employed. HDBScan
categorizes each document as either noise, if it does not belong to a dense cluster,
or assigns a label if it is part of a dense area.

4. Topic Representation: in Top2Vec, the topic representation step involves finding
the nearest word vectors to the topic vector. This means that for each topic, as
shown in Figure 3.6, we identify the words that are most closely related to that
topic based on their vector representations.

Figure 3.6: Top2Vec topic representation [2]

These words are then used to represent the topic as a weighted set of words, where
the weights correspond to the importance of each word in the topic. This differs
from the BERTopic approach in topic representation: while BERTopic emphasizes
the discriminative power of words within topics based on their rarity in the corpus,
Top2Vec focuses on semantic similarity between words and topics.

All in all, both BERTopic and Top2Vec share several similarities, such as automatically
determining the number of topics, minimal reliance on pre-processing, utilizing UMAP for
dimensionality reduction of document embeddings, and employing HDBScan for modelling
these reduced embeddings. However, they differ significantly in how they assign topics to
documents.

Top2Vec generates topic representations by identifying words that are in close proxim-
ity to a cluster’s centroid. In contrast, BERTopic does not consider the cluster’s centroid.
Instead, it treats all documents within a cluster as a single entity and extracts topic rep-
resentations using a class-based adaptation of TF-IDF. Ultimately, the choice between
Top2Vec and BERTopic depends on the specific needs and the characteristics of the data
and task at hand. As mentioned by [12], it may be beneficial to experiment with both
methods and evaluate their performance based on your specific criteria, such as topic
coherence and interpretability.
To sum up, the choice between traditional topic modelling approaches and deep learning-
based methods depends on the specific requirements of the tasks at hand, as each of the
algorithms comes with its strengths and weaknesses.

34 Chapter 5. Analysis and Results

words.

Figure 5.4: Top 20 topics extracted after refining

Finally, 106 topics were extracted and the full list of topics with their corresponding
representative words can be found in Table B.1 in Appendix B.2.

At this point, the labelling process described in the previous chapter was applied,
obtaining the labelled topics shown in Table B.2 in Appendix B.2. By looking at the

Master Thesis Report

Semantic analysis of web archive historical data

the 1983 “Marche pour l’égalité et contre le racisme”

Erasmus Mundus Joint Master’s Degree in Big Data Management and Analytics
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Advisor: Sophie Gebeil - TELEMMe, AMU sophie.gebeil@univ-amu.fr
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Analyse de graphes pour la détection de 
communautés

Représentations en 
réseaux (graphes)
Les nœuds du graphe peuvent être des documents, 
des thèmes ou des entités : si deux nœuds ont un 
nombre suffisant de documents, de thèmes ou de 
mots en commun, un lien est créé entre eux.

5.4. Results 37

type of communities emerge. First of all, looking at the degree distribution, which can be
seen in Figure B.8 in Appendix B.4, we can see that the topic-topic network is homogenous
which means that there is no node having significantly more connections than others. In
addition, we can also see, in Figure B.9 in Appendix B.4, by plotting the relationship
between the node size, given by the number of chunks in which a topic appears, and the
degree of the node that, intuitively, the nodes with higher appearances have also higher
degree on average. Finally, the graph has a density of 40% which indicates a high level of
connectivity among its nodes, as there are many edges connecting the nodes.

In order to assess that the communities identified do not depend on the definition of
the edge’s weight, we define two edges:

• Co-occurrence: This is simply the number of documents in which two given topics
co-occur.

• Pointwise Mutual Unformation (pmi): This is based on the PMI score. The
idea of PMI is that we want to quantify the likelihood of the co-occurrence of two
words, taking into account the fact that it might be caused by the frequency of the
single words. Hence, the algorithm computes the (log) probability of co-occurrence
scaled by the product of the single probability of occurrence. The formula is given
as follows:

PMIpw1, w2q “ log

ˆ
P pw1, w2q

P pw1q ¨ P pw2q

˙
(5.1)

In this formula, w1 and w2 represent two topics, P pw1, w2q is the joint probability of
w1 and w2 occurring together, and P pw1q and P pw2q are the individual probabilities
of w1 and w2 occurring respectively. In doing so, we take into consideration the fact
that some topics may be highly more frequent than others.

Figure 5.6 shows the topic-topic network, with two edge weights defined. The networks
are displayed using the spring layout, which is commonly used to visualize networks and
it is based on the concept of simulating a physical system where nodes repel each other
while edges act as springs that pull connected nodes closer together.

(a) Co-occurrance edge weight (b) PMI edge weight

Figure 5.6: Topic-Topic network

Chaque nœud est un thème ; le poids des liens entre deux thèmes est 
fonction du nombre de documents ayant ces deux thèmes en commun

38 Chapter 5. Analysis and Results

Looking at the two network representations we can note that there may be two distinct
communities. After applying the Louvain algorithm we detect the communities displayed
in Figure 5.7.

(a) Co-occurrance edge weight (b) PMI edge weight

Figure 5.7: Topic-Topic network Louvain communities

We can see that on the co-occurrence network, it finds 2 communities, while in the
PMI network, it finds 3 communities. In order to see how different these communities
are, we use Jaccard similarity and we find that actually communities 1 and 2 of the
PMI score merged together have a similarity of 95% with community 1 found in the co-
occurrence network, as it can be seen in the Table B.3 in Appendix B.4. This proves that
the communities detected by Louvain are independent of the edge’s weight definition and
there are two main communities in the network.

To further explore the effectiveness of community detection algorithms and check
whether different communities are detected, we decided to apply the Girvan-Newman
algorithm as well.

As a result of applying the original version of Girvan-Newman, we can see in Figure
B.10 in Appendix B.4 that two communities are detected: one with only 1 node and the
other one with all the rest. This can be explained by the high density of the network.
In fact, Girvan-Newman uses betweenness centrality to find communities, however, this
in a highly dense network is irrelevant as many edges will have the same betweenness
centrality.

For this reason, we try to apply a modified version of Girvan-Newman, proposed by
[25], in which the criteria to cut an edge is the edge’s weight. In practice, the edge’s
weights are ordered from lower to higher and iteratively remove the edge with the lowest
weight is. However, even using this version we are only able to find one community which
has 8 nodes and the others are split into one node per community. We can look at the
average edge’s weight inter and intra-community, reported in Table B.4 in Appendix
B.4, and see how this is very similar which explains why the modified Girvan-Newman
does not work in this case as there is no high discrimination between weights. However,
these two communities, whose topics are listed in Table B.5 in Appendix B.4, have been
detected by Louvain and as shown in Figure B.11 in Appendix B.4, generating a random
network, removing any correlation and keeping only the number of edges and weight’s

Application de l’algorithme de Louvain 
pour détecter des communautés de thèmes

5.4. Results 39

distribution as detailed by [16], we would not be able to see any structure or detect
defined communities.

Document-Document Network (topics)

Similarly, as described in Chapter 4, we obtain a document-document network where each
node represents a webpage text and a link is drawn whenever two nodes share at least one
topic. This time, for simplicity we represent the edge’s weight simply by the number of
shared topics. However, different ways could also be tested such as normalising the weight
considering the length (in terms of the number of chunks) of the documents.

In Figure 5.8 can be seen the network which is represented with the Kamada-Kawai
layout, whose goal is to arrange the nodes of a graph in a way that represents their
connectivity and proximity accurately. This is done by considering the pairwise distances
between nodes in the graph and attempting to find an arrangement that minimizes the
total energy of the system. The energy is calculated based on the distances between
connected nodes, with shorter distances indicating stronger connections.

Figure 5.8: Document-Document (topics) Network

As we can see from the Figure, it is immediately evident that there is a structure in
the network with peripherical nodes organised in groups as well as a few communities in
the core of the network.

Also in this case we apply the Louvain algorithm, whose communities can be seen in
Figure 5.9 below.

Chaque nœud est un document ; le poids des liens entre deux 
documents est fonction du nombre de thèmes qu’ils ont en commun

40 Chapter 5. Analysis and Results

Figure 5.9: Document-Document (topics) Network’s Louvain communities

As a result, 17 communities have been detected, which would not be the same case in
the case a random network is drawn with the same characteristics (i.e. the same number
of nodes and the number of edges).

Therefore, we can conclude that indeed there is a structure in the corpora extracted
from INA’s web archive mentioning the “Marche pour l’égalité et contre le racisme“ as the
webpages are organised into communities based on the topics extracted. These can serve
as a valuable resource for analyzing individual communities and facilitating the retrieval
of similar texts. This allows for efficient text retrieval by narrowing down the search space
to specific communities rather than the entire corpus. Additionally, it provides a means
to explore related texts and discover connections between different documents.

5.4.2.2 Entities Networks

As detailed in Chapter 4, also, in this case, two networks are established with the intention
of investigating the interconnections and structure of entities, along with examining the
relationships and organization of texts in relation to these entities.

These networks are Entity-Entity and Document-Document (entities).

Entity-Entity Network

This network provides an overview of how the Named Entities extracted are related to
each other, the goal is to detect whether there is a structure in the organisation of the NE
and what type of communities emerge.

First of all, looking at the degree distribution, which can be seen in Figure B.13 in
Appendix B.4, we can see that the topic-topic network is heterogeneous, which means that
there are few nodes having significantly more connections than others. This is expected
given that some entities such as ‘France (LOC)’ or ‘Paris (LOC)’, as shown in Appendix

Application de l’algorithme de Louvain 
pour détecter des communautés de documents

B.4. Network Analysis 71

Table B.5: Communities of topics extracted by Louvain

Topics

Community 0

[’Commemoration of Algerian War’, ’Immigration and Memories’, ’TV
Guests and Political Entertainment’, ’Politics’, ’Commemoration and
Racism’, ’Current Events and News’, ’Football and Politics’, ’Website
Cookies’, ’Lobby, Politics and Social Issues’, ’Politics and Public Fig-
ures’, ’Election Campaign’, ’Data Management Noise’, ’Music Song’,
’Television Drama’, ’Religious and Historical Documentaries’, ’Swiss Pol-
itics and Social Issues’, ’Medical Breakthroughs’, ’French Culture and So-
ciety’, ’Politics and Criticism’, ’Television News’, ’Homophobic Speech’,
’Film Archives and Interactive Events’, ’Migration and Politics (2015)’,
’Equality and Social Issues’, ’Humanitarian Efforts and Social Issues’,
’Online Blogs and Comments’, ’Activism and Politics in India’, ’Marche
and Lyon (Start)’, ’Music Genres and Programme’, ’Political Commen-
tary’, ’Moroccan Community in France’, ’Migration Crisis and Politics
(2015)’, ’Political Proposals and Advocacy’, ’Streaming Video and Com-
ments’]

Community 1

[’Outliers’, ’Islam and Muslim Culture’, ’Anti-Racism Activism in Mar-
seille in 1983’, ’Music, Television and Entertainment’, ’Documentary and
Film Festivals’, ’Youth Education’, ’Democracy and Politics’, ’Police Vi-
olence’, ’Immigration and Integration’, ’Antisemitism’, ’Terrorism and
Fundamentalism’, ’Miscellaneous’, ’Race, Antiracism, and Political In-
volvement’, ’Politics Left’, ’Hotel Industry and Ads’, ’Hip Hop and Mu-
sic’, ’La Marche Movie’, ’Football’, ’Political Propaganda’, ’Politics and
Socialism’, ’Bonnets Rouge (Red Caps Movement)’, ’Media and Politi-
cal Controversy’, ’Sport’, ’Political Commentary’, ’Politics Opposition’,
’Holland and Elections’, ’Music Performance’, ’Music, Television and
Entertainment’, ’Historical Events and Exhibitions’, ’Political Critique’,
’Television Programming’, ’Antiracism and Social Engagement’, ’Immi-
gration and Social Movements’, ’Media and News’, ’Political Statements
and Controversial Remarks’, ’Education and Gender Issues’, ’Citizen-
ship and Political Rights’, ’Politics Far-right’, ’Women Issues and Ac-
tivism’, ’TV Challenge and Commemoration of the Marche’, ’Youtube
Video’, ’Terrorism and Freedom of Expression’, ’Racism in Society’, ’Ho-
mophobic Comments’, ’Online Communication and Technology’, ’Edu-
cational Resources’, ’Radio and Culture’, ’Political Controversial Com-
mentary’, ’Video and Commentary’, ’Infrastructure and Public Projects’,
’Miscellaneous’, ’Webpage Prompts’, ’History and Documentary War’,
’Film Production News’, ’Television Series and Characters’, ’Religion%
and Events’, ’Censorship and Critiques’, ’Victimization and Activism’,
’Civil Rights and Social Justice’, ’Broadcasting, Radio Frequencies, and
Awards’, ’Personalities’, ’Political Commentary and Social Issues’, ’Art
and Culture’, ’Streaming and Video Content’, ’Musical Artists and Im-
migration’, ’Media and Political Ideologies’, ’Media and News’, ’Movie
Recommendations and Film Synopses’, ’Newsletters and Media’, ’Mu-
sic and Culture’, ’Video and Culture’, ’Tunisian Community’, ’Politics,
Social Issues, and Satire’]
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Partitionnement avec Gargantext

Etude des publications des 
laboratoires INS2I  
en « informatique quantique »

Les résumés des publications sont extraits 
de HAL (API HAL, fichier CSV) puis analysés

https://api.archives-ouvertes.fr/docs
https://cnrs.gargantext.org/
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Des tâches de catégorisation 
ou d’annotation 
automatiques

Des règles manuelles à l’apprentissage 
machine supervisé
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Approche manuelle par définition de grammaires  
(expressions régulières, règles symboliques ou automates à états finis)

• Analyse manuelle des textes : l’humain détermine les règles 
qui formalisent les phénomènes linguistiques 

• On écrit des ressources = par ex. des grammaires sous 
forme d’automates ou des requêtes sous forme d’expressions 
régulières 

• La machine compile les automates et les applique à de 
nouveaux textes (analyse de corpus et de discours, 
annotation ou désambiguïsation…)

exemple : reconnaissance de nombres en anglais (jusqu’à 999)

https://nooj.univ-fcomte.fr/
https://www.opengrm.org/twiki/bin/view/GRM/Pynini
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Classification automatique de documents 
par apprentissage machine supervisé

• On fournit des exemples résolus (données d’entraînement, de 
validation et de test) 

• La machine apprend un modèle des données (représentation) et un 
modèle de la tâche à réaliser. Plusieurs approches sont possibles : 
arbres, neurones… 

• Problèmes : combien d’exemples, quels exemples (variété des 
exemples et biais), capacité de généralisation sur des données 
nouvelles ?
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Logiciels d’annotation
https://gguibon.github.io/ezcat/#/

https://labelstud.io/
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Classification de textes par arbres de 
décision

https://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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Classification « neuronale » appliquée à 
l’analyse de sentiments (polarité)

Résultats (% exactitude) 

— Approche bayésienne « naïve » :  0,85 (temps de calcul : quelques secondes) 

— Approche neuronale « plongements + couches denses » :  

- après quelques réglages et essais : 0,80 (18 epochs) 

- temps d’apprentissage  : avec CPU seul 12 cœurs : environ 10s / epoch, soit 3 mn, avec GPU : environ 8s. / epoch soit ~ 2 mn 

— Approche neuronale « plongements + réseaux récurrents » 

- meilleurs scores : 0,88 — 0,9 (20 epochs) (soit 3-5% de gain) 

- temps d’apprentissage : avec CPU seul : environ 3000 s. / epoch, soit > 24 h., avec GPU : environ 200 s. / epoch soit ~ 1h 

•

https://github.com/pbellot/ANF-TDM

Exemple de critique 
de film dont il faut 

déterminer  
la polarité

Réseau de neurones

Représentation 
vectorielle 

du document

Document + Modèle de langue
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La question du format des 
documents
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Le cas idéal : les textes sont en XML

XML

vs
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Les documents Microsoft Word et 
OpenOffice (.docx et .odt) : plusieurs XML
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Un cas plus difficiles : documents PDF

GROBID (GeneRation Of BIbliographic Data) 
extraction des titres et structuration des références bibliographiques 
(approches deeplearning ou CRF) + extraction du texte et de sa structure 

NOUGAT “Neural Optical Understanding for Academic 
Documents” 

créer des documents XML à partir de fichiers PDF sans étape d’OCR 
(architecture encodeur-décodeur deep learning, LLM BART)

https://github.com/facebookresearch/nougat

https://github.com/kermitt2/grobid

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2308.13418.pdf

Nougat Blecher et al.

Example
This is an abstract. Lorem
ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipisicing elit,
sed do eiusmod tempor
incididunt ut labore et dolore
magna aliqua.

Figure 1: Our simple end-to-end architecture followin Donut [28]. The Swin Transformer encoder takes a document
image and converts it into latent embeddings, which are subsequently converted to a sequence of tokens in a auto-
regressive manner

2 Related Work

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is an extensively researched field in computer vision for a variety applications,
such as document digitalization [2, 5], handwriting recognition and scene text recognition [6–8].
More concretely, recognizing mathematical expressions is a heavily researched subtopic. Grammar based methods
[9–11] for handwritten mathematical expressions were improved upon by different encoder-decoder models. The
fully convolutional model [12] was succeeded by various RNN decoder models [13–17], both for handwritten and
printed formulas. Recently, the decoder [18, 19] as well as the encoder [20] were replaced with the Transformer [21]
architecture.

Visual Document Understanding (VDU) is another related topic of deep learning research and focuses on extracting
relevant information of a variety of document types. Previous works depend on pre-trained models that learn to extract
information by jointly modeling text and layout information using the Transformer architecture. The LayoutLM model
family [22–24] uses masked layout prediction task to capture the spatial relationships between different document
elements.

Open source solutions with a related goal as ours include GROBID [4], which parses digital-born scientific documents
to XML with a focus on the bibliographic data and pdf2htmlEX [25], that converts digital-born PDFs to HTML
while preserving the layout and appearance of the document. However, both solutions can not recover the semantic
information of mathematical expressions.

3 Model

Previous VDU methods either rely on OCR text from a third party tool [22, 23, 26] or focus on document types such
as receipts, invoices or form-like documents [27]. Recent studies [28, 29] show that an external OCR engine is not
necessarily needed to achieve competitive results in VDU.

The architecture is a encoder-decoder transformer [21] architecture, that allows for an end-to-end training procedure.
We build on the Donut [28] architecture. The model does not require any OCR related inputs or modules. The text is
recognized implicitly by the network. See Fig. 1 for an overview of the approach.

Encoder The visual encoder receives a document image x 2 R3⇥H0⇥W0 , crops the margins and resizes the image to
fit in a fixed rectangle of size (H, W ). If the image is smaller than the rectangle, additional padding is added to ensure
each image has the same dimensionality. We use a Swin Transformer [30], a hierarchical vision transformer [31] that
splits the image into non-overlapping windows of fixed size and applies a series of self-attention layers to aggregate
information across these windows. The model output a sequence of the embedded patches z 2 Rd⇥N where d is the
latent dimension and N is the number of patches.

Decoder The encoded image z is decoded into a sequence of tokens using a transformer decoder architecture with
cross-attention. The tokens are generated in an auto-regressive manner, using self-attention and cross-attention to attend
to different parts of the input sequence and encoder output respectively. Finally, the output is projected to the size of the
vocabulary v, yielding the logits ` 2 Rv .
Following Kim et al. [28], we use the implementation of the mBART [32] decoder. We use the same tokenizer as Taylor
et al. [33] because their model is also specialized in the scientific text domain.
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In addition, the splitting algorithm of the source code will in some cases include text from the previous page or cut off
words from the end. This is especially true for “invisible” characters used for formatting, like italic, bold text or section
header.

For PMC papers the inline math is written as Unicode or italic text, while display math equations or tables are often
included in image format and will therefore be ignored.

Each of these issues reduces the overall data quality. However, the large number of training samples compensates for
these small errors.

5 Results & Evaluation

In particular, consider pruning the training dataset by keeping only the examples with the smallest
margin |zµ| = |Jprobe · xµ| along a probe student Jprobe. The pruned dataset will follow some dis-
tribution p(z) along the direction of Jprobe, and remain isotropic in the nullspace of Jprobe. In what
follows we will derive a general theory for an arbitrary data distribution p(z), and specialize to the
case of small-margin pruning only at the very end (in which case p(z) will take the form of a truncated
Gaussian). We will also make no assumptions on the form of the probe student Jprobe or the learning
rule used to train it; only that Jprobe has developed some overlap with the teacher, quantified by the

angle ✓ = cos�1
⇣

Jretle·T
kJretlek2kTk2

⌘
(Fig. 2A).

After the dataset has been pruned, we consider training a new student J from scratch on the pruned
dataset. A typical training algorithm (used in support vector machines and the solution to which SGD
converges on separable data) is to find the solution J which classifies the training data with the maximal
margin  = minµ J · (yµxµ). Our goal is to compute the generalization error "g of this student, which
is simply governed by the overlap between the student and the teacher, "g = cos�1(R)/⇡, where
R = J ·T/kJk2kTk2.

Main result and overview

Our main result is a set of self-consistent equations which can be solved to obtain the generalization
error "(↵, p, ✓) for any ↵ and any data distribution p(z) along a probe student at any angle ✓ relative
to the teacher. These equations take the form,
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Where,

⇤ =
q

sin2 ✓ �R2 � ⇢2 + 2⇢R cos ✓, (4)

�(t, z) = z(⇢R� cos ✓) � t(R� ⇢ cos ✓), (5)

�(t, z) = z2
�
⇢2 + cos2 ✓ � 2⇢R cos ✓

�
+ 2tz(R cos ✓ � ⇢) + t2 sin2 ✓. (6)

Where h·iz represents an average over the pruned data distribution p(z) along the probe student.
For any ↵, p(z), ✓, these equations can be solved for the order parameters R, ⇢,, from which the
generalization error can be easily read o↵ as "g = cos�1(R)/⇡. This calculation results in the solid
theory curves in Figs 1,2,3, which show an excellent match to numerical simulations. In the following
section we will walk through the derivation of these equations using replica theory. In Section A.6
we will derive an expression for the information gained per training example, and show that with
Pareto optimal data pruning this information gain can be made to converge to a finite rate, resulting
in at least exponential decay in test error. In Section A.7, we will show that super-exponential scaling
eventually breaks down when the probe student does not match the teacher perfectly, resulting in
power law scaling at at a minimum pruning fraction fmin(✓).

Replica calculation of the generalization error

To obtain Eqs. 1,2,3, we follow the approach of Elizabeth Gardner and compute the volume ⌦(xµ,T,)
of solutions J which perfectly classify the training data up to a margin  (known as the Gardner volume)
[29, 25]. As  grows, the volume of solutions shrinks until it reaches a unique solution at a critical ,
the max-margin solution. The Gardner volume ⌦ takes the form,

Figure 5: Example of a page with many mathematical equations taken from [41]. Left: Image of a page in the document,
Right: Model output converted to LaTeX and rendered to back into a PDF. Examples of scanned documents can be
found in the appendix B.

In this section we discuss the results and performance of the model. For an example see Fig. 5 or go to Sec. B. The
model focuses only on the important content relevant features of the page. The box around the equations is skipped.

5.1 Metrics

We report the following metrics on our test set.

Edit distance The edit distance, or Levenshtein distance [39], measures the number of character manipulations
(insertions, deletions, substitutions) it takes to get from one string to another. In this work we consider the normalized
edit distance, where we divide by the total number of characters.

BLEU The BLEU [42] metric was originally introduced for measuring the quality of text that has been machine-
translated from one language to another. The metric computes a score based on the number of matching n-grams
between the candidate and reference sentence.

METEOR Another machine-translating metric with a focus on recall instead of precision, introduced in [43].

F-measure We also compute the F1-score and report the precision and recall.
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Method Modality Edit distance # BLEU " METEOR " Precision " Recall " F1 "

PDF All 0.255 65.8 82.1 77.1 81.4 79.2

GROBID All 0.312 55.6 71.9 74.0 72.1 73.0
Tables 0.626 25.1 64.5 61.4 80.7 69.7

+ LaTeX OCR Plain text 0.363 57.4 69.2 82.1 70.5 75.9
Math 0.727 0.3 5.0 11.0 8.6 9.7

Nougat small (250M⇤)

All 0.073 88.9 92.8 93.6 92.2 92.9
Tables 0.220 68.5 78.6 75.0 79.8 77.3
Plain text 0.058 91.0 94.3 96.1 95.3 95.7
Math 0.117 56.0 74.7 77.1 76.8 76.9

Nougat base (350M⇤)

All 0.071 89.1 93.0 93.5 92.8 93.1

Tables 0.211 69.7 79.1 75.4 80.7 78.0
Plain text 0.058 91.2 94.6 96.2 95.3 95.7
Math 0.128 56.9 75.4 76.5 76.6 76.5

Table 1: Results on arXiv test set. PDF is the text embedded in the PDF file. The modality “All” refers to the output
text without any splitting. ⇤Number of parameters.

5.2 Text modalities

In a scientific research article, there are three distinct types of text: 1) plain text, which comprises the majority of the
document, 2) mathematical expressions, and 3) tables. It is important to separately examine each of these components
during the evaluation process. This is necessary because in LaTeX, there are multiple ways to express the same
mathematical expression. While some variability has been eliminated during the LaTeXML pre-processing step, there
still is a significant amount of ambiguity present, like ordering of subscript and superscript, equivalent commands
with different notation (stackrel, atop, substack or frac, over), situationally interchangeable commands (bm,
mathbf, boldsymbol, bf or \left(, \big(, etc.), whitespace commands, additional layers of brackets, and more. As
a consequence, there can be a discrepancy between prediction and ground truth, even if the rendered formulas appear
identical.
In addition, it is not always possible to determine, where a inline math environment ends and text begins, when writing
numbers and punctuation (Example: $\mathrm{H}_{0}$1, vs. H$_{0}1,$ ! H01, vs. H01,). This ambiguity
reduces both math and plain text scores.
The expected score for mathematical expressions is lower than for plain text.

5.3 Comparison

We present our results in Table 1. As expected, the mathematical expressions have the worst agreement with the
ground truth. For the plain text, most discrepancies come from formatting ambiguities and missing text due to inline
math, as described above. The output format of GROBID is an XML file, which we convert into a compatible markup
language, similar to the PMC or arXiv files. To some extent, GROBID provides support for formulas in its output, but it
identifies and stores them as the Unicode representations embedded in the PDF. We replace each Unicode symbol with
its corresponding LaTeX command to increase the similarity. Additionally, GROBID mislabels small inline expressions
as text. For identified formulas, GROBID stores the bounding box coordinates. We modify the program by sending
the snippet to the external formula recognition software LaTeX-OCR [20]. This way we can also get a signal for
math modality. The reported results in this section are quite poor, primarily due to the amount of missed formulas by
GROBID and the equation prediction accuracy is affected by the quality of the bounding boxes. The performance of the
embedded PDF text alone is better than GROBID, which is due to formatting differences for the title page or reference
section.
Both Nougat small and base are able to outperform the other approach and achieve high scores in all metrics. We note
that the performance of the smaller model is on par with the larger base model.
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Visual Document Understanding (VDU)

https://grobid.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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Si les documents sont des images : OCR et 
traitement d’images

Pour les formulaires, factures, textes sur photos… :  
logiciels open source : Tesseract, docTR pour Python… (traitement « ligne à ligne ») 

Pour l’écriture manuscrite :  
payants : Google API Vision, Microsoft Ignite, Amazon Textract, Abby FineReader… 

Pour les documents dégradés : traitement d’image avant OCR (par ex. imagerie multispectrale) 

https://github.com/mindee/doctr
https://github.com/tesseract-ocr/tesseract
https://cloud.google.com/vision/docs?hl=fr

Pavel Polian & Alexander Nikitjaev (2019) Deciphering a Mystery: Digital Technology and the 
Revelation of Handwritten Texts by Marcel Nadjari and Other Members of the Jewish 
Sonderkommando in Auschwitz-Birkenau, East European Jewish Affairs, 49:3, 220-229, DOI: 
10.1080/13501674.2019.1721815

https://doi.org/10.1080/13501674.2019.1721815
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Conclusion : la fouille de textes…

Nécessite : 
• un corpus cible, un choix d’approches et de méthodologies 
• d’intégrer et d’exploiter différents composants logiciels, modèles, APIs 
• un scénario et une référence pour apprendre des modèles et évaluer des résultats 
Faisable si : 
• les composants et données sont interopérables,  

les métadonnées compatibles, les ressources accessibles  
(principes FAIR) 

L’ordonnance du 24.11.2021 permet de reproduire des contenus protégés [sous réserve de les obtenir par moyen licite] par des droits de 
propriété intellectuelle dans le but de conduire des activités de fouille à des fins de recherche scientifique, sans avoir à recueillir 
d’autorisation préalable

https://www.ouvrirlascience.fr/la-fouille-de-textes-et-de-donnees-a-des-fins-de-recherche-une-pratique-confirmee-et-desormais-operationnelle-en-droit-francais/
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Action Nationale de Formation | ANF TDM 2021 à 2023 
Exploration documentaire et extraction d'informations

https://anf-tdm-2023.sciencesconf.org/

https://anf-tdm-2022.sciencesconf.org/

https://anf-tdm-2021.sciencesconf.org/
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Contacts, liens, exemples
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Ressources nationales et  
européennes

https://www.clarin.eu/

https://www.ortolang.fr/

https://www.istex.fr/services-recherche/
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Le consortium Huma-Num « CORLI »

https://corli.huma-num.fr/
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Le GDR TAL (Traitement Automatique des 
Langues)

https://gdr-tal.ls2n.fr/
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Extraction terminologique

http://termsuite.github.io//
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Anonymisation de textes

https://mapa-project.eu/
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Mise en relation de pré-publications et de publications // 
Détection d’articles problématiques

https://www.irit.fr/~Guillaume.Cabanac/covid19-preprint-tracker https://www.irit.fr/~Guillaume.Cabanac/problematic-paper-screener


